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 Abstract 
Approximately 4.27 million vending machines were operating in Japan at the end of 2006, 

with annual sales in excess of 7 trillion yen. We have focused our research on beverage vending 
machines, because these account for over half of all the installed machines (at 2.60 million).  

The first vending machine is thought to have been introduced at a temple in Alexandria in 
215 BC. The machine dispensed holy water in return for a small coin. The oldest extant 
machines are cigarette-vending devices that were installed in English pubs and hostels as early 
as 1615. English inventors subsequently devised additional designs to sell books, postage 
stamps, and many other products as well, but the devices were not commercially practical. The 
first commercially viable vending machines were gum dispensers introduced in the United 
States. In Japan, the first viable machines were juice vending machines that appeared during the 
high-growth period following World War II.  

While vending machines appear to work without human intervention, an entire support 
network is active behind the scenes. Machine makers, product manufacturers, operators, service 
personnel, and location owners are just some of the individuals involved in marketing and 
management efforts. Other individuals are responsible for route systems that carry out collection, 
replenishment, and service. When we look back at the history, we see that success rests on 
gaining the consumer's trust. In the case of beverage machines, the crucial requirements are to 
maintain merchandise in optimal drinking condition and to ensure safety.  

Beverage machines fall into two major categories: the original type that pours the beverage 
into a cup, and the more recently developed type that delivers prepackaged drinks. The 
technologies for these two approaches are quite different. With cup-type machines, the machine 
operator is responsible for both preparing a good-tasting drink and maintaining the safety 
necessary to attract the consumer. With the prepackaged approach, however, the beverage maker 
controls the taste, while the machine operator focuses on how best to load containers into the 
machine and maintain them at optimal temperature.  

As the technologies differ, so do the issues that machine designers and operators have to 
face. Cup-type machines are backed by a long history of development and improvement of basic 
taste-related components-storing of the ingredients, control of the temperature of the water used 
in the mix, manufacture of ice and carbonated water for the mix, mixing methods, coffee and tea 
extraction, cup transport, and so on. With container-type machines, efforts have gone into issues 
such as effective loading of containers, ease of sales work, design of reliable 
temperature-control racks, and the design of fast, reliable, container-friendly delivery systems.  

Cash collection equipment for vending machines has been widely standardized, which in 
turn contributes to effective maintenance. Coin mechanisms have advanced from mechanical to 
electronic. Jamming in the coin channel, which was the biggest problem, has been greatly 
reduced and the number of supported coins has increased. Where early machines accepted 
10-yen coins only, today's machines accept and dispense as change all four main denominations. 
Built-in electronics enable a wide range of convenient functions, such as display of the amount 
inserted, tracking and reporting of total sales, and diagnosis of machine errors.  

Early coin mechanisms were driven by sequences of relays, but with the coming of the 
transistor age manufacturers began to incorporate various electronic components. The 
introduction of ICs and LSIs allowed for multiple functionality, and the subsequent introduction 
of microprocessors expanded functionality even further. Competition among machine makers 
spurred innovation, as machines advanced from full contact type (relays only) to hybrid types 
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(with transistors and ICs) and finally to programmed control. The evolution took some time, 
however, as manufacturers faced numerous quality issues all along the way.  

Because vending devices are industrial machines, development of products and 
technologies in this area has been strongly needs oriented, and has largely been limited to the 
concept of cash processing. Japanese makers entered the field through technical tie-ups through 
which they imported the technologies for coin cradles and other basic components and moved 
toward standardization. They purchased patents for basic electronic coin collection technologies, 
then implemented various improvements to adapt the technology to the needs of Japanese 
society and environment.  
But now that we have fully entered the electronics age, Japan's innovative technologies have 
positioned the country as a major vending-machine producer. History suggests that increased 
emphasis on elemental research (a "seeds-oriented" approach) can spur a continuous stream of 
development proposals, making it possible to break through current barriers and find new ways 
forward. 
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